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ACROPOLIS 
1 	 9 	 3 	 9 
Published by the Associated Students of 
Whittier College, Whittier, California, 
Nineteen hundred thirty-nine. Tom 
Woodnutt, Editor in Chief; Helen 
Stephens, Acting Editor; Charles Web-
ster, Business Manager. 
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The beginning shall suffice; 
The aim, if reached or not, makes great the life. 
Robert Browning. 
I N 
John Goodman 
James Ross 
Walter Swenerton 
Thomas Woodnutt 
AIE:p4()RIj5 I I 
CON T ENTL,,  
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n 
stu d e n t s 
a c t i v iti e s 
atheti c s 
o r g a n i z a t i o n s 
After the dinner hour at 
Eariham Hall. 
In Mendenhall, the president and other administrators have 
their offices. 
Right: Founder's, the nucleus of Poet activities in 1939, as it 
was fifty years ago. 
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15 
The Science Building corridor. 

In the Redwood Building the Student 
Lounge, Home Economics laboratories 
and professors' offices are found. 
The popular "mail box 
row" in Founders. 
Left: 
The Music Building. 
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DR. MENDENHALL 
Dr. Mendenhall has the gift of eternal 
youth; or should we say the gift of the 
point of view of youth? His sincerity, 
slow, wide smile and idealism make 
him a perfect president in all his stu-
dent relations. Those who have accept-
ed the invitation to talk over their prob-
lems in the president's office come 
away with the warm stimulation of 
President Mendenhall's kindly counsel 
and a very definite conviction that it is 
a privilege to work under such a man, 
however remote the capacity. When 
Dr. Mendenhall is away, there is a feel-
ing of loss on the campus; we miss him 
aitho' we are fully aware that his trips 
make valuable contacts for the college. 
Still, when the chapel curtain rolls back 
to reveal our president's long legs and 
benign smile, we settle back in a satis-
fied way, knowing, to quote the poets: 
That... 
"God's in his heaven 
All's right with the world." 
ADrAINISTRATIOI 
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below: 
No matter whether the problem be sim-
ple or difficult, Miss Hoff handles it in 
the same gracious manner, always 
leaving the student with a feeling of 
satisfaction. Fair play, honesty, and the 
ability to stand by a difficult decision, 
coupled with a pleasing personality, 
all go toward making her a most effi-
cient Registrar. 
DR. WATSON 
MISS HOFF 
MR. HOCKETT 
left: 
As keeper of the College ex 
chequer, his dutes are many anc 
varied, but always he finds tim€ 
to give a friendly smile and a 
helping hand to job and refer-
ence seekers alike. Financial 
problems become less threaten-
ing after Mr. Hocketi's kindly at-
tention has been pad to them. 
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DEAN PFUETZE 
administrators 
if: 
[any committees have had 
is counsel. Problems of ad-
iinistration, curriculum, and 
dmission confront him from 
11 sides, but he meets each 
roblem with an earnest and 
ooperative spirit. Always 
ruling to assume even more 
ian his share of responsibil-
y, he has been a friend to 
ne and all. 
ight: 
tVhen the fairer sex of our in-
titution needs a little advice 
T help with some program 
r social function, there is al-
vays a person to whom she 
an go—full of ideas, full of 
ep, yet full of business. 
)ean Pfuetze is the woman; 
he is the spirit of helpfulness 
ersonified. 
'ight: 
ot only is he Dean of Men, 
ut Dean of Wardman Hall, 
and you all know that to be 
m man-size job in itself. But 
ven with all the burdens of 
these two important posi-
Lions, he always has an un-
derstanding word and a 
cheering smile, for men and 
women alike, who are in 
need of a real friend. DR. BALDWIN 
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st ROW one_M0t Brewster,Roberta porsber Ruth Esther Smith, Alva Munson. Row FRESHMANSIGNIF1C 	 alentine  
two_Charles MooltCk Gene 5ish0P Mo5t V 
An attempt was made this year 
to carry out a system of coach-
ing in each of the four divisions 
of the integrated Freshman 
courses; Life Science, Physical 
Science, Significs and Social 
Science. 
According to the individual 
needs of each division, a plan 
was worked out by which the 
Freshmen attended sections 
from the various Senior and 
Graduate members of the four 
coaching staffs. These were a 
part of the required class hours, 
and were in addition to the daily 
large lecture hour given by pro-
fessors from each of the depart-
ments. 
The purpose of the coaching set-
up was really intended to be 
two-fold. On the Freshman's 
side, it was to provide a link be-
tween the too settled professor 
and the unsettled attitude of the 
entering Frosh. 
Special values were to be found 
within each of the fields from 
FRESHMAN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
ROW one—Betty wilmarth, Walter Tay- 
lor, 	
elen Crosbie, Dor- 
Dorothy Sheetz, H 
othy Fowler. Row two_Ken Richardson 
Lee Griffith, Dr. Henley, Bill Schmidt. 
Row one—Dr. Watson, Helen CrosMe, Betty Wilmarth, Dove Fukishimo Row t
wo 
 
FRESHMAN LIFE SCIENCE
Phil powers, 
Robert Durbin, Phil Ockerm°° 
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e nt coa c h es 
such "break-down" sessions. 
Some of these values were: clo-
ser discussion by coach and 
Freshman of problems brought 
up by the lectures of the profess-
ors, and provision of an oppor-
tunity for the individual Fresh-
man in some measure, to clear 
up his own confusions from the 
large lecture hour. In some 
cases, additional testing, exer-
cises and such assignments as 
seemed necessary, were assign-
ed from the sections by the 
coaches. 
On the side of those who partici-
pated in the coaching system, 
there were other and slightly 
different values to be gained... 
In many cases the work was 
done for required education 
units, furnishing valuable teach-
ing experience to the graduates 
who were securing credentials. 
Among the Senior participants, 
were also those who plan to 
continue a fifth year of prepara-
tion for a secondary credential. 
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The first committee to serve out a full 
term under the new mid-year election 
plan, the 1938-1939 Executive Commit-
tee finished its term of office in January 
with many accomplishments to its 
credit. 
Several new attractions for the incom-
ing freshmen were the first evidences 
of the committee's work. Highlight was 
the student hour, full of sage advice for 
the frosh to ignore. A permanent Rally 
Committee was established next, to 
give color and enthusiasm to the Poet 
rallies. Friday rallies, game stunts, and 
the first annual Flashlight Review were 
some of the accomplishments of this 
	 16. 
new Rally Committee. 
Evacuation of the old music building 
gave the student officers unexpected 
room for offices, and accordingly the 
president acquired a suite of offices, the 
Quaker Campus adequate working 
room, and the Acropolis almost ade-
quate room in which to move. 
36 
committee 
Pet of the committee was the "Pep 
Band," under the able baton of Frank 
Nelson. Song leaders took their place 
in the college pep roster for the first 
time in years, and new songs were sup-
plied for them to lead by the unique 
method of a student song contest. Six 
songs in all were contributed, all com-
mendable. Guy Frank took first place 
in the polling, with his "Sweep Down 
the Floor." 
Annual Pigskin Prom, the largest to 
date, honored the football team. Under 
the direction of Terry Fischer, it was 
acclaimed a success. A combined hay-
ride and skating party offered novelty 
to the student body, and proved a pop-
ular addition to a well-filled social 
calendar. 
Under president Gene Bishop, har-
mony and unity were the keynotes of 
the executive meetings. To fill the posi-
tion left by dynamic Bob Shuler, Bob 
Crossan was elected vice-president. 
37 
e x e c u v e 
Bob Akers, the "old man" of the com-
mittee, represented the seniors. Serv- 
ing the "Boss" admirably was his sec-
retary, Evelyn Cravens. The task of 
treasurer Bill Martin was keeping or-
der in the chaos of student body books. 
Junior representative Russ Vincent 
withdrew in favor of another office, and 
was supplanted by redheaded Harry 
Banks, the fire of the group. Keeper of 
the lounge was Tom Cave, up from the 
ranks to serve his class as sophomore 
representative. 
Aiding the president immeasurably in 
his work was the charming women's 
representative, Rose Frank. Although 
elected to represent the interests of the 
athletes, George Krueger seemed also 
to represent co-ed interests quite cap-
ably at times. Social chairman Terry 
Fischer rates high among the student 
officers, and special thanks are due her 
for a top-notch social year. 
A living tribute to Tom Woodnutt is this 
book. A man about campus, Tom was 
quiet, but mighty in his service to 
Whittier. 
e 
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committee 
Completing the "tale of twelve" is Gor-
don Foster, editor of the Quaker Cam-
pus. Printing the news as he saw it kept 
dullness away from the door of the 
Quaker Campus office, and Gordon is 
responsible for improving the calibre 
of the paper and the efficiency of the 
staff. 
Weathering adversity, straw vote polls, 
and elections, catching a few brickbats 
and a few bouquets, the 1938 edition of 
the Executive Committee stepped down 
graciously in January to make room 
for the younger, having become wiser 
in the ways of government and democ-
racy. 
Introduced to the idiosyncracies of of-
fice at a joint meeting of the new and 
old committees, the 1939 Executive 
Committee took over the duties of stu-
dent government in February with al-
most a complete new staff. Only person 
to serve previously was Bob Crossan, 
advanced to president from his vice-
president's position. 
Financial worries beset the committee 
immediately, and time and effort on the 
39 
part of treasurer George Parker, as 
well as others on the committee and 
off, resulted in a new conception of the 
monetary angles of the various student 
enterprises. New budgets and books 
were set up for the Quaker Campus, 
and the book store was given valuable 
advice. 
A full round of spring social activities 
kept Alice Saunders more than busy, 
and the Spring Carnival, Babies Bawl, 
and numerous student body dances 
made for a lively social year. Aiding 
the annual Horse Show in town, a 
beard-growing contest was sponsored 
by the committee, with a day of pio-
neer costumes adding to the color. 
Quiet, dignified John Hales presided 
over the meetings with a two-pound 
gavel, a gift from the committee, it was 
learned from John. Keeping up with the 
welter of discussion quite admirably 
was secretary Marian Reed, charming 
and efficient. 
Representing those who will be seniors 
next fall was Bob Mitchell, who, with 
Frank Rogers, junior representative, 
43 
committee 
formed a bloc of move-seconders which 
was well-nigh insurmountable. Wax-
ing the floor of the student lounge, and 
keeping light-bulbs supplied was the 
inherited task of the sophomore repre-
sentative, Bob Hamilton. Wisdom be-
yond his years made Bob a valuable 
member of the committee. 
Watching the interests of co-eds was 
Alice Pemberton, who with social 
chairman Alice Saunders swung many 
a vote in the right direction. Wit of the 
group was serious Myron Claxton, the 
athletic representative, who could be 
counted upon to do a task thoroughly 
and well. 
Editors of the campus publications, 
Helen Stephens, of the Acropolis, and 
Beryl Manley of the Quaker Campus, 
helped balance for once the ratio of 
man to woman working for the student 
body. 
C\ 0  
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Grace Mills 
42 
Doris Mead 
A. W. S. 
Under the able leadership of Doris Mead, the 
cabinet and sponsors of the Associated Wom-
en Students, planned and carried out the en-
tertainment of the new women students dur-
ing the annual Freshman Week. Assisting 
Doris was Margaret Lord as Vice President; 
Alice Saunders, Secretary; and Grace Mills, 
Treasurer. This year, the A.W.S. sponsored 
the popular weekly teas which were held 
each Wednesday afternoon in Platner 
Lounge. 
The Poetess Prom, highlight of the year, was 
held at the lovely Beverly Hills Hotel and was 
unanimously acclaimed a success. 
Margaret Lord was responsible for making 
the A.W.S. Banquet a success. It was at this 
affair that the new officers of the P.E. Club, 
W.A.A., Dormitories, and A.W.S. were install-
ed. It closed a very successful year of the 
Associated Women Students. 
A. M. S. 
:h the realization that they had fulfilled a long 
ognized need of Whittier College Men the Asso-
Led Men Students enjoyed a successful year. By 
ating a Student Loan Fund of twenty-five dollars 
placing it in the hands of a Loan Committee the 
A.S. established a permanent feature for the 
ire. 
± of the following semesters the A.M.S. will add 
?nty-five dollars until the sum becomes large 
)ugh to supply all requests of financially strand-
males who must pay an urgent room bill, laun- 
bill, or even need "ready cash" for their next 
:e. 
cording to tradition established in previous years 
the A. M. S. had few social activities, their only 
events being a brilliant semi-formal dance held at 
the beautiful Virginia Country Club in Long Beach, 
and a gala beach party at Huntington Beach. 
As an outstanding project to promote publicity for 
the College, the A.M.S. nobly donated a portion of 
their funds to transportation cost for Eldon "Lindy" 
Lindstrom to represent the Purple and Gold at the 
National Education Association Track Meet in 
Beloit, Wisconsin. 
These activities were supervised by the ready and 
able A.M.S. president, Charles Robinson, and his 
cohorts Gene Wineinger, Vice-president, and Harry 
Banks, Secretary-treasurer. 
43 
44 
45 
S S 
Winding up four hilarious years, the Class of 1939 led a full last 
week with a zest equaled only by the unfailing enthusiasm dis-
played early in their history. As over a hundred "students" in 
traditional cap and gown mounted the hill to the amphitheater, 
doubtless many thoughts passed through their minds—the Fresh-
man year beginning with that never-to-be-forgotten hayride, the 
Sophomore Roxy theatre party with its peanuts in the balcony 
and food at the "Y", the black and white Junior-Senior banquet 
at the Norconian, and all the little instances which endeared the 
college to each. 
Over a period of four years a class is known by its officers. Never 
will Gene Bishop be forgotten in his roles as prexy of everything 
from the Freshman class to the Student Body, and how easily he 
could manage everything but Rose Frank. Binky Cravens and 
Mastin Valentine will always waltz through the memories of the 
39'ers, and Terry Fischer will be "Gussie" to those who remem-
ber. Charlie Robinson, that tall and lanky athlete, will long be 
remembered as an intellect in chem. Betty Gates' service is a by- 
46 
word, and Fred Francis as a staunch supporter will never be 
excelled. 
One of the outstanding class members was its president, Tom 
Woodnutt. So well did he serve not only as Junior class president 
but in other school affairs, that he was re-elected class president 
for his senior year. It need not be said that his passing was great-
ly mourned by all. George Krueger repeated his Freshman hon-
ors in his senior year in the position of vice-president. Not only 
did Frances Gunn hold the pen but also the check book as 
secretary-treasurer. And the class' social life was brought to a 
brilliant climax by the social chairman, Mary Ann Monroe. 
There are so many memories for the Senior class this year, not 
all gay ones but every one tender--the passing of two beloved 
classmates, the hymn in chapel "Dear Lord and Father of Man-
kind," the beauty of the campus just at dusk, the lovely strains 
of the Alma Mater. 
Seeing many campus improvements during their stay at Whittier 
College, the class of '39 leaves, after making its contribution, 
knowing that Whittier has only started on a new era of develop-
ment and growth. 
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Row one—A. Hayes, L. Mann, D. Barnes, P. Foley, V. Whitson, J. Cushman, M. Pope, B. Wells, L. Joyce, N. Jones. Row two—F. 
West, M. Thompson, B. Mills, M. Price, M. E. Perry, M. A. Rodger, R. Van Bellen, A. Dedmon, R. Canton, J. Wyne, F. Widaman, 
A. Mashburn, B. Linsley. Row three—E. Haag, B. K. Merritt, J. Coffin, P. Galloway, B. Timberlake, B. Murray, A. Welch, D. 
Thomas. Row four—M. Marshall, J. Hackett, A. Richter, F. Rogers, J. Akiyoma, J. Hales, C. Quill, B. Smith, R. Harrison, R. Keck, 
N. Witham. Row five—D. Winters, K. Ljkert, C. Pearson, C. Garrett, T. Sepulveda, D. Butler, W. Brown, D. Winters, R. Stull, B. 
Tidd, A. Eddy, B. Hamilton, R. Holton, D. Moody. 
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Row one—K. Barlow, N. Calljcott, B. Taylor, E. Curran, G. Kelly, C. Sandviken, M. Podia, J. Harrington, D. Dowell, G. Frank, P. 
Brownell, P. Turk, V. Hill, L. Montgomery, H. M. Thomas, G. Dooley, D. Mitchell, R. Hundley, C. Calkins, B. McKenzie, Marjorie 
Merritt Ellersieck. Row two—J. Spence, G. Wyne, D. Rees, K. Hollingsworth, J. Harris, D. LeFever, H. Whitson, M. Lindahi, B. L. 
Stanniford, M. McClary, R. Phelan, M. Fong, T. Besho, E. Gequette, M. Miller, E. Railsback, Sarah Bullis, B. Brown, P. Perry, B. 
Cannon, A. Hanson. Row three—H. Mills, R. DeVries, D. Pluss, E. Vail, H. Marshburn, K. Schmoe, J. Murray, F. Schermerhorn, W. 
Martin, D. Badley, M. Besch, C. Bongardt, E. Rhodes, E. Kiefer, D. Kressey, J. Scott, M. Dukeman, T. Woodward, B. Frome, A. M. 
Jenks, R. Haffner, L. York, W. Rouzer, J. Crosson, M. Tholimer, A. Rosenberger, M. Shultz, B. Holman, L. Wobermin, M. L. Wilson. 
Row four—C. Dorsett, W. Woods, C. Snyder, A. Paulson, W. Gibson, F. Wilson, B. Garman, Rowe, A. Lemke, J. Shively, Kong 
Ho Hyun, J. Fallis, J. Christianson, E. Dietrick, A. Brody, G. Thompson, F. Mooney. 
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Winston, Dee, Don, Billy, Kermit, 
Dean, Harry, Jim, Si, Han, 
Fuki, Pat and Pem. 
80 
en near Founders 
On top of the World 
82 
Clint and Jerry 
Mary, Annabel, and Betty Kay 
YOU 
Looking up 
84 
Campus Fixtures 
85 
P U 
Left to right: 
Charles Spaulding 
Don Evans 
Beryl Manley 
Dee Caspary 
Helen Stephens 
Charles Webster 
Bob Crossan 
bo a rd of 
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c at i o n s 
'eated for the purpose of stabilizing methods of 
lecting publication editors, the Board of Publica-
)flS has completed its first full year. The Board con-
sts of the editors and business managers of the 
:ropolis and the Quaker Campus, the advisors of 
)th publications, one faculty member and one stu-
?nt at large, all of whom meet regularly each 
eek together. 
ne of the functions of the Board is to pass on all 
piications for the positions of editor of the Acro-
)lis and editor of the Quaker Campus. In the spring 
plications for editor of the Quaker Campus were 
ade and the Board accepted those of Art Eddy 
id Beryl Manley. 
ther duties of the Board include those of inspect-
g, advising, and raising the standard of work done 
1 publications; recognizing ability and efficiency 
publication staffs; and examining the financial 
itus of publications. 
vo constructive steps were taken by the Board this 
ar in addition to its regular duties. It requested 
Dnthly financial reports from the business man- 
agers, and arranged for all major contracts to be 
approved by the board before awards were made. 
These measures are calculated to put the business 
arrangements on a firmer basis. 
Thus passed the first and most crucial year for the 
Board of Publications with a record of genuine con-
tribution. 
87 
Mere words seem so inadequate when it comes to express-
ing strong feeling. It just isn't enough to say that Tom's 
been sense of humor and good judgment are sorely missed 
by the many groups with which he was affiliated--nor that 
the loss of his loyal friendship left  a gap in the lives of so 
many of us who lzriew him well. 
We can only thank God for the privilege of having bene-
fitted through our contacts with him for that little while 
and remembering his many fine qualities, try to live that 
better life 	 as he did. 
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TOM WOODNUTT 
Editor-in-Chief 
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93 
Mr. Ashby, Advisor 
94 
Schmitt expounds 
	 Wallace considers 
o r e n 	 c s 
Early in the year Whittier entered a statewide Oratorical 
Contest sponsored by the Women's Christian Temperance 
Union. In the local elimination contest held to select a local 
representative for the State finals six students competed. 
The judges awarded first place to Charles Wallace and 
second place to Bob Crosson. 
Debates were held on the topic "Resolved, that the United 
States should cease to use public funds for the purpose of 
stimulating private industry." Occasional intercollegiate 
debates were engaged in with nearby institutions. 
The emphasis of the forensics program is on the frequent 
informal debates or discussions held before the service 
clubs and organizations in the Whittier community. The 
Lions, Kiwanis, Progress, 20-30, Sunset, Women's and other 
clubs, several Parent-Teacher Associations and P.E.O. 
groups have been host to Whittier student speakers. 
Debates with teams from Phoenix Junior College conclud-
ed the season. The squad consisted of Manager Eugene 
Garrett, Charles Wallace, William Schmidt, Simon Korach, 
and Robert Crossan. The group was advised by Mr. Theon 
Ashby, Assistant Professor of Speech. 
left to right: 
Bob Crossan 
Charles Wallace 
Gene Garrett 
Bill Schmidt 
Korach explains 
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This year's Rally Committee is a new organization for creating 
pep and enthusiasm among students, providing for entertain-
ment in Friday's assemblies, conducting Rallies, and flaunting 
the Purple and Gold at the games. 
During the fall, its first annual "Flashlight Review" was held and 
revealed many talented Whitterites. 
The members of the Rally Committee are chosen by the chairman 
and the present committee members with the approval of the 
Executive Committee. The members are picked from the Soph-
omore, Junior, and Senior classes, with representatives from the 
Sophomore Service Committee, Knights, the Band, A. S. W. C., 
the Yell King, and the Student Body President. 
Marian Reed and Betty Wachtel, chairmen, were both very ac-
tive and initiated several serpentines down town and motorcades 
to rival schools where our teams played. 
Top, second semester yell leaders: 
Boyd Brown Gordon Dooley, Hank Lacy. 
Above, first semester yell leaders: 
Blame Thompson, Si Korach, Hank Lacy. 
Left, song leaders: 
Pat Turk, Pat Brownell, Ginger Hill. 
d 	 r 	 a 
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CAST 
Dr. Viora 	 Orin Kelso 
Dr. Tsankov 	 Bruce Martin 
Colonel Sturdza 
	 Galen Brown 
Count Slatarski 	 Harry Banks 
Professor Muruzi 
	 John Eastman 
George Khitov 
	 Ed Baker 
Lydia Kuman 
	 Mary Ann Munroe 
Kurt Schneider 	 Simon Korach 
Dr. Bathory 	 Carmino Garcea 
Dr. Stambulov 	 Willis Christopher 
Dr. Mensch 	 Brunner Wulff 
Conrad Noli 
	 Dean Wilson 
Dr. Parvan 	 William Lion 
Bassaraba 	 Kermit Likert 
Mme. Teodorova 	 Marjorie Holman 
Sonia Kuman 
	 Nelle Jones 
Mme. Crevelli 	 Patricia Foley 
Srazhimir 	 Frank Beagle 
Gherea 	 Conrad Wissman 
Vidin 	 Donald Coate 
Pekmesi 	 Robert Smith 
Gluca 	 Keith Reece 
Clerk 	 William Bruff 
General Rakovski Walter Baysinger 
Captain Marek 
	 Keith Lawson 
Lt. Nekludov 	 Robert Crossan 
Priest 	 Robert Akers 
Gregori Vesnic 
	 James Dutton 
Spectators—Gerrit Doring, Mary Pope, 
Nancy Traul, Lewis Wessels 
100 
judgment day 
The first offering of the Poet The-
atre, again under the direction of Dr. 
Charles W. Cooper, was the annual 
Franklin play, JUDGMENT DAY, by 
Elmer Rice. Very pertinent for the 
times, JUDGMENT DAY deals with the 
meting of justice in a dictator-ruled 
country, the idea for the play having 
come to Mr. Rice through current inci-
dents in Germany. The scene, well 
executed by Paul Camp, Art and Tech-
nical Director of Poet Theatre, was laid 
in a court-room with Orin Kelso, Bruce 
Martin, Harry Banks, Galen Brown, 
and John Eastman well portraying the 
judges of the court. Carmino Garcea 
was an excellent counsel for prosecu-
tion, Willis Christopher, defending the 
prisoners, Ed Baker, Mary Ann Mun-
roe, and Simon Korach. Through care-
ful plans the dictator is overthrown 
and the prisoners triumph, ending the 
melodrama happily. Well-executed 
in all ways, thought provoking and full 
of action, JUDGMENT DAY was a well-
chosen "first" for the season. 
For the second play of the year Dr. Cooper and 
his associates chose a decided contrast to JUDG-
MENT DAY. Susan Glaspell's ALISON'S HOUSE 
proved to be another excellent selection. ALISON'S 
HOUSE, based on facts of the life of Emily Dickin-
son, one of America's great poets, might have re-
ceived a doubtful reception at Poet Theatre were 
it not for the fine quality of acting and technical di-
rection exhibited. Headed by Leroy Hughes, Orin 
Kelso, Betty Moore, Ruth Esther Smith, and Merritt 
Goodell, as the immediate members of Alison's fam-
ily, the drama was well supported by "in-laws," 
"love interest" and "comic relief." It can easily 
be said that seldom has a Poet Theatre audience 
enjoyed such an "intellectualized drama of Ameri-
can letters." 
Ann Leslie 
Jennie 
Richard Knowl 
Ted Stanhope 
Louise Stanhoi 
John Stanhope 
Eben StanhopE 
Elsa Stanhope 
Agatha Stcrnho 
Mr. Hodges 
Mrs. Hodges 
1 C2 
Marjorie Merritt 
Dorothy Doring 
Robert Hamilton 
Merritt Goodell 
Annabel Hamble 
Leroy Hughes 
Orin Kelso 
Betty Moore 
Ruth Esther Smith 
Maurice Counts 
Mary Lu Wilson 
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CAST 
Serle 
Crandall 
Harriet Smith 
Robert Martin 
Emma Woodehouse 
Miss Bates 
Mrs. Bates 
Mr. Elton 
Mr. Woodehouse 
Mr. Perry 
Mr. Knightley 
Mrs. Weston 
Mr. Weston 
Jane Fairfax 
Frank Churchill 
Mrs. Elton 
John Fallis 
Helen Froome 
Charlotte Bongardt, Mary Pope 
Leroy Hughes, Glen Kelly 
Betty Moore, Madelin Schultz 
Ruth Haffner 
Annabell Richter 
Norfleet Callicott 
Douglas Houghton 
Simon Korach. 
Robert Rotsel 
Abbie Mae Jenks 
Jack Wolfe 
Beverly Thomason 
Merritt Goodell 
Margaret Darling 
1 i4 
ROMANCES BY EMMA, a comedy 
of artificial manners by Dewitt Bodeen, 
based on lane Austen's novel EMMA, 
was presented in near Eighteenth Cen-
tury manner. Authentic costuming 
was executed skillfully and the setting, 
again a "Camp creation," was a mas-
terpiece. A large cast, chosen mainly 
from the first year dramatics class, and 
doubly cast in some parts, performed 
to best advantage, headed by Betty 
Moore, by now a veteran Poet The-
atre actress. ROMANCES BY EMMA 
played a three night run, a compli-
mentary production honoring the Fif-
tieth Anniversary of the founding of 
Whittier College. 
mma 
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Shakespeare returns to Poet Theatre—after 
a long absence. This year Dr. Cooper and his 
group of thespians presented a modern ver-
sion of TWELFTH NIGHT, originally from the 
pen of William Shakespeare. Played on a 
formal stage with emphasis on lighting effects, 
with a modification of modern dress, the play 
was well liked by Shakespeare lovers and, we  
hope, won to the ranks some of those who a: 
"non-Shakespearites." Led by Leroy HughE 
Orin Kelso and other oldsters at Poet Theatr 
as well as new talent, Bayard Ellis, Mary GE 
ner, Robert Rotsel, and others, the cast ex 
cuted Shakespeare in a slightly modernizE 
version of the text, but one which Shakespea: 
would highly approve. 
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CAST 
Bayard Ellis 
Lynn McCurdy 
John Fallis 
Mary Ellen Gerner 
Glen Kelly 
Leroy Hughes 
Patricia Foley 
Norfleet Callicott 
Henry Lacy 
Annabel Hamble 
Robert Rotsel 
Gerrit Doring 
Orin Kelso 
r before the Duke Don Miller 
Officer 	 Maurice Counts 
id Officer 	 Larry Murphy 
t 	 Lynn McCurdy 
?ntlemen and Sailors 	 Torrance 
Jones, Richard Thomas, Maurice 
Counts, Larry Murphy, Don Mill-
er, Keith Reece, Lewis Mann. 
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Miss Haroidson cues them in 
Good-natured Organ Playing 
a c h 
The Annual Bach Festival on April 15 and 16 was heralded by 
the Brass Choir playing Chorales from the corner windows of 
Menden Hall. A truly reverent atmosphere pervaded the digni-
fied concert hall with the late afternoon sun lighting up the dark 
wood of the three Steinways. A perfect setting for the great music 
of Johann Sebastian Bach! 
To no one person could go the credit for the tremendous success 
of this musical achievement, but to all students, alumni, faculty 
and quest artists much praise is due, and especially to Miss 
Lohmann whose efforts made it possible. 
The capacity audiences will long remember the tremendous C 
major Concerto for three pianos performed by Herbert Nanney, 
Jerrold Randall, and William Cozens; the beautifully clear notes 
of the Piano Violin Sonata as played by Mr. and Mrs. Harlow 
Mills; the thrilling piano solos of Miss Lohmann, Mary 0. Van 
Deman, and Genevieve Townsend; Herbert Nanney's organ 
110 
Three Bach enthusiasts 
b a ch 
Brandenburg Concerto 
numbers; the Glee Club's presentation of the motet, "Jesu, Price-
less Treasure;" the rich contralto solos of Mary Booth; the Bran-
denburg Concerti; and numbers by the Whittier Symphony Or-
chestra under the direction of Ruth Haroldson. The Christmas 
Oratorio directed by Frank Pursell closed the Festival on Sunday 
evening. 
To Preston Mitchell who conducted, played double bass and 
tuba, and sang baritone solos much credit should be given. The 
Bach Festival is an annual musical event on our campus with 
people from all parts of the State attending. 
111 
Brahms E-flat Rhapsodie 
On the first Sunday afternoon in December, interested music 
lovers from far and near packed Menden Hall to listen to a pro-
gram from the literature of Johannes Brahms. All available 
chairs, floor space, and stairways were utilized to take care of 
the crowd. 
The program consisted of rarely heard works. The horn trio in 
E flat was played by Berthal Downey, French horn, Ruth Har-
oldson, violin, and Margaretha Lohmann, piano. Mary Booth, 
contralto, and Whittier's favorite guest artist, sang several of 
the lovely songs of Brahms. 
Piano works including Intermezzi, Capriccios, and the E flat 
Rhapsodie from the later period of Brahms' writing were played 
by Miss Lohmann. The Glee Club, conducted by Frank Pursell, 
sang the unusual choral number, "Song of Fate." Herbert 
Nanney, as usual, played a splendid accompaniment. 
112 
Nocturne 
The first of the series of "one composer" con-
certs was given late in November when 
Genevieve Townsend played an all-Chopin 
program. Climaxing a series of many fine 
solo appearances, Genevieve presented this 
virtuoso recital in a very musicianly manner. 
The comprehensive list of compositions in-
cluded the famous B flat minor Sonata in 
four movements, eight Etudes, two nocturnes, 
two Preludes, and the brilliant A flat Polo-
naise. This was truly an unusual Junior Re-
cital. 
Emotional Chamber Music—Franck Quintet 
Sunday afternoon, March 5, was de-
voted to the music of Cesar Franck. 
An audience which taxed the capa-
city of Menden Hall, heard an unusual 
program of chamber music, solo, and 
choral works. 
Mary 0. Van Deman and Ruth Harold-
son opened the program with the So-
nata in A major for violin and piano. 
Margaretha Lohmann played the ma-
jestic Prelude, Chorale and Fugue. The 
String Quartet composed of Ruth Har-
oldson, Emily Romer, Katherine Met-
calf, and Marcia Francis, with Miss 
Lohmann, presented the Quintet for 
piano and strings. This highly emo-
tional composition was unusually well 
performed. 
The program closed with the presenta-
tion of Franck's setting of the "Hun-
dred and Fiftieth Psalm," sung by the 
combined Glee Clubs, conducted by 
Frank Pursell, and accompanied by 
Herbert Nanney. 
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Mr. Pursell's Angels..? 
Remember the two bunnies? 
Finishing its third season as a combined group, the A Cappella 
Choir and Glee Club has become one of the most active musical 
organizations, combining lots of hard work with plenty of fun. 
Under the management of Virginia Garretson these 36 selected 
singers have put the name of our dear ol' Alma Mamma in many 
prominent places in Southern California. Among the most im-
portant concerts during this last season have been those at St. 
Paul's Cathedral in Los Angeles, San Diego Presbyterian 
Church, the Los Angeles Breakfast Club (broadcast over KFWB), 
the Santa Ana Baptist Church, the Pasadena Organist Guild, 
and the Mission Inn at Riverside and the Home Concert on March 
8. Starting out on a cold rainy morning, the annual trip gained 
momentum with jovial Guy Benton at the wheel and Miss Loh-
mann as chaperone. Officers of this organization were: Preston 
Mitchell, president; Gertrude Mowry, secretary-treasurer; and 
Virginia Garretson, business manager. 
ERNST WOLFF 
Bringing with him this year not only German Lieder but also 
thrilling tales of adventures in Germany, Ernst Wolff returned to 
our campus for a two day visit on February 22 and 23. 
Everyone breathed a sigh of relief on learning that this friendly 
artist had taken out American citizenship papers which assures 
us of another visit. 
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The Whittier College Pep Band entered its second year on the 
campus with an auspicious debut at the Football Banquet in the 
fall. Thereafter they appeared at basketball games, the mem-
orable San Diego baseball series, rallies, and the spring car-
nival. 
There were several changes in personnel and in instrumentation 
this year, Frank Nelson taking over the job of leader in Lane 
Sheldon's absence, but the band remained the same size as 
when it was organized. 
Not wanting to be known exclusively as a swing band, the or-
ganization was rechristened the Whittier College Pep Band. 
Swing music, peppy marches, and arrangements on all the 
school songs were made by Frank Nelson, Mr. Metcalf and Hor-
ace Rees. 
In appreciation of the fine spirit evident at games and where 
the Pep Band participated, the Student Executive Committee this 
year provided awards for Frank Nelson, leader and first trum-
pet; Melvin Price, second trumpet; Horace Rees, third trumpet; 
Clinton Swain, first trombone; Walter Dobbs, second trombone; 
Lawrence Campbell, clarinet and tenor saxophone; Preston 
Mitchell, bass; Don Rees, snare drum; and Dick Thomas, bass 
drum. 
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The old and the new 
The fact that a lively social calendar is no small part of the bene-
fit of a college education was not overlooked this year. The well 
balanced and cleverly varied program was due to the efforts 
of Terry Fischer, social chairman for the first semester, and Alice 
Saunders, who guided our recreational destinies during the 
second half of the year. 
FOOTBALL BANQUET 
Topping off a season that was as successful as it could be with-
out actually bringing in a championship, the Football Banquet 
lived up to all expectations. No little of the entertainment was 
afforded by watching the football men, their muscles beefy and 
awkward, putting wary and halting feet on the dance floor after 
long weeks of bed-at-ten-o'clock and no-dancing training. After 
passing-captain Myron Claxton was awarded everything but 
the piano, he passed the ball to Bertie Nichols, signifying that 
the latter would lead Whittier's pigskin brigade next season. 
Binky Cravens, chosen "Betty-Co-ed," assisted in passing out 
awards, and a fine program aided the diners' digestion before 
retiring to the ball-room to cut the rugs. 
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Vocalising 
FRESHMAN RECEPTION 
The annual preview of what we shall 
see around the campus in the way of 
new students went off with a quiet 
bang to the music of Phil Kingman's 
orchestra. The frosh also had their 
opportunity to see what they were in 
for in the way of faces, friends and fac-
ulty. The false sense of social security 
into which the neophytes were lulled 
• was to be dispelled in forty-eight hours, 
and their reception-night finery to be 
laid aside for blue jeans, green caps 
and bibs. The event served as a pleas-
ant omen of what our social chairman, 
Terry Fischer, was to do in the way of 
social events. 
pigski n 
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PIGSKIN PROM 
A new feature this year, the Pigskin 
Prom, served as a fine mid-season 
celebration of Whittier's current grid-
iron success. The music of Lew Palmer 
was just getting solid when the clock 
struck ten, and the football men sadly 
went home to bed. If enjoyment is any 
indication, this affair will be a regu-
lar part of our social calendar. 
ALUMNI HOMECOMING 
It was Armistice Day, but there was no 
peace for the Homecoming grad. In-
stead of wandering meditatively un-
der the dearly remembered trees of the 
Old Campus, the unwary alumnus 
was caught first in a frenzy of hand 
shakes, cigars, waffles and tea and 
then rushed to see the football team 
extend the Homecoming Day record 
to nine straight wins. An evening ban-
quet followed by a dance finished the 
day and the grads. 
Ld Mrs. York, Jean Moore and Lewis 
Wessels 
pr o m 
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JUNIOR-SENIOR BANQUET 	 INTER-SOCIETY 
In the pleasant atmosphere of The Vis- 
ta Del Arroyo the class of 1940 hon-
ored the class of 1939 in an affair that 
was a memorable closing note to the 
latter's college social activity. Old 
folk tunes were rendered by the 
Esquires-er-'cats,' and the rivals of two 
years ago tread a measure and a corn 
or two together. 
The society women had their big op-
portunity to get their boy friends into 
the soup-and-fish for a night of festive 
activity at the Hollywood Riviera. Al-
leged entertainment was furnished by 
the pledges, and was painfully en-
dured by the guests. 
The Athenian pledges entertain 
ALL SOCIETY WEEK 
The center of social interest shifted to 
Balboa on that memorable June week-
end, when all those who attended got 
sunburned, sand in their suits, and a 
good slide or two on the Rendezvous 
floor. For three days the festivities 
lasted, then the impending shadow of 
finals reminded students of the Ides 
of June. 
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"Sailing at midnight" 
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Jr. College Guests 
CARNIVAL 
"The World's Fair of the Quad." 
That's what the Annual Carnival was 
this year, with all campus societies 
and organizations participating. There 
was ample opportunity for those at-
tending to loose their primitive in-
stincts by throwing baseballs, toma-
toes, hoops and rocks at targets, pledg-
es bottles and the windows in Platner. 
There were food booths, too, and many 
students at last discovered just how 
much their stomach could stand. And 
was Grover Whalen jealous when he 
heard! 
POETESS PROM 
For a week it was the men's turn to 
blush coyly under the discriminating 
gaze of carefully selective female eyes. 
The men, after being duly invited 
through the date bureau, were called 
for, furnished with boutonnieres, and 
immensely enjoyed being passive for 
about an hour, but they couldn't stand 
it long and about ten o'clock they re-
verted to their natural brutal state. 
However, the evening's dancing at 
the Beverly Hills Hotel was bumpingly 
enthusiastic. Afterwards, a tasty sup-
per, with the bill footed by milady. 
A.W.S. 
A new note this year that was appre-
ciated by many women students was 
the introduction of Wednesday after-
noon informal teas sponsored by the 
A.W.S. and held in Platner. The co-eds 
would just drop in after their last class 
for refreshments and an organized 
chin-fest. It promises to be a regular 
feature in the future. 
s t u d e n t 
After the bonfire warmed up enthus-
iasm for the next day's game with 
Arizona, cotton and cord clad colleg-
ians serpentined down town and en-
joyed a dance at the Buick showroom, 
the Buicks having been removed there-
from. This was the first in a series of 
informal dances that were an import-
ant part of the year's social calendar 
At the semester end, Ray Dietrich's 
music drew students to a "Cram Ses-
sion," where haggard brains forgot 
the recent long hours of study and the 
unpleasant experiences with blue 
books, and swung it. 
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 Sandy planned another swell swing session 
 
body 
Following the Oxy basketball game, 
Whittierites and their Oxy guests 
flocked to the clubhouse to celebrate 
Whittier's victory, of the year before, 
with a dance that was really warm de-
spite the season. 
A hayride to Alhambra, skating, ap-
ples, popcorn, bruises and general 
sabotage, furnished mild entertain-
ment for those Poets that were hardy. 
The advent of spring was marked by a 
dance in the Hawaiian theme, with a 
hula dancer and all. Gardenias were 
presented to the women, and the men 
looked only slightly tropical in leis, 
which scratched the faces of their 
dancing partners. 
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Coach Chief Newman 
Coach Wallace (Chief) Newman, Poet mentor, can 
look back on the 1938 season with a great deal of 
satisfaction. In the first place, he sent one of the 
best elevens in the history of the college through a 
successful campaign marred only by two ties and 
one defeat. 
Nineteen lettermen were expected to greet the head 
man when practice opened, Sept. 10, but this num-
br was soon cut to sixteen with the loss of the. Shu-
ler brothers, Bob and Jack, who did not return to 
school, and the slicing of Jim Langdon by the fac-
ulty axe. Newman had an entire offense built 
around Bob Shuler, quarterback and portside pass-
er, and his loss was truly a great one. Langdon 
was counted on to provide the necessary punch 
required from the fullback berth, so his vacancy 
also left a glaring cavity in the backfield. 
Bill Patterson, blocking half on the 1937 eleven, was 
shifted into the fullback post, and the rest of the 
backfield lined up with Gene Wineinger, fast mov-
ing junior at quarterback, Bill Ellings, sophomore 
triple threat artist, at the left halfback slot, and Rog-
er Keck, another soph, at the right half spot. 
Sophomore Neil Witham came in for his share of 
the quarterbacking when Wineinger was moved to 
halfback. Ed Nichols, husky junior, also saw action 
at the fullback position. Other backs who played 
more than a normal amount of time were Art Eddy, 
hard fighting left half, and Redford "Butch" Rollins, 
stocky right half. 
\\ 
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The Poets boasted one of the strongest lines on the Pacific Coast. Up until the final night-
mare with Tempe, Whittier's forward wall had only been crossed twice. Lead by Cap-
tain Myron Claxton, one of the greatest linemen ever to wear the Purple and Gold, the 
Quaker line was largely responsible for the three major upsets which occured during 
the year, namely the San Diego State, Pomona, and Flagstaff tilts. 
At the wing berths, Don Craggs, big junior, and Charley Robinson, tall veteran, held 
sway,although George Krueger, speedy senior, and Leroy Hughes, fleet newcomer, also 
saw considerable action. all-Southern California conference lineman, was a fixture at the 
right tackle position. His running mate, Chet McCloskey, at the left tackle spot, was 
also conspicuous by his all around play. 
The guard posts were wide open all year, although Bill Tufts and Cecil Walters usually 
held down the opening assignments. Tufts was outstanding and ranked second only 
to Claxton as the best lineman in the circuit. Walters showed plenty of fight and fire 
which kept him hustling at all times to stave off competition from Bert Nichols, Dick Laux 
and Charles Cooper. 
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Touchdown! 
Coach Newman has had a repu-
tation for turning out fine pivot 
men, and Whittier's "Mad Rus-
sian," Alex Mechikoff, was cer-
tainly no exception to this rule. 
The game little center played 
sterling ball on offense and was  
a terror at backing up the line. 
Assisting Coach Newman 
throughout the campaign was 
Floyd Maxham, former St. 
Mary's captain and fullback. 
Maxham took over the duties of 
coaching the backs while New-
man tutored the line. A great 
leader and a hard driving men-
tor, assistant Coach Maxham 
proved a popular asset to the 
1938 Whittier College varsity 
football team. 
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"Sweep down the field" 
Lettermen are as follows: 
BACKS: 
	
	
Gene Wineinger, Bill Ellings, Roger Keck, Neil Witham, Fedford Rollins, Art 
Eddy Bill Patterson, and Ed Nichols. 
LINEMEN: Captain Myron Claxton, Alex Mechikoff, Charley Robinson, Bull Tufts, George 
Krueger, Don Craggs, Chester McCloskey, Dick Laux, Bert Nichols, Cecil Wal-
ters, and Leroy Hughes. 
Seniors on the squad who are graduating are: 
Bill Tufts, Dick Kunishima, Charley Robinson, Bill Patterson, and Norm Fertig. 
Whittier College 27, California Aggies 6.... Sept. 24, 1938 . . . . Sacramento.... 
Sophomore Bill Ellings big noise for Whittier as Poets roll to easy win.. . Ellings scored 
first with 13-yard run. . . Ellings tallied next in third quarter with 1-yard buck.. . . Leroy 
Hughes, Poet wingman, took Ellings' 25-yard pass on 5-yard stripe and went over for 
third touchdown. . . final score came when Gene Wineinger received 15-yard toss from 
Ellings and crossed goal with 8-yard run. . . C aptain Myron Claxton converted three times. 
Whittier College 6, San Diego State 6... Oct. 8, 1938 . . . Hadley Field... 
Poets have Aztecs in hole all day but can't gain margin. . . Whittier scored in second 
period when Bill Patterson, Quaker full, bucked over from 1-yard line. . . . Aztecs knotted 
count with 74-yard passing attack which too k exastly four plays. . . . Wihttier threatened 
to score five times but only successful once. . . Art Eddy, Poet half, had fiel dday against 
home town boys passing and running them to death... . Claxton, Wineinger, Kreuger, 
Patterson showed well... 
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Whittier College 0, Tempe Teachers 21. 
Nov. 26, 1938 . . . . Hadley Field. 
Touchdown hungry Bulldogs chew Poets' hopes of 
undefeated season with stunning upset. . . . Whit-
tier badly outclassed in all departments.. . .De Kel-
lis scored three times for visitors, one run good for 
93-yards. . . . Poets slowed down to walk before 
game was far gone.. . . Coach Newman, Whittier 
mentor, robbed of first undefeated campaign since 
signing here in 1929 . . . . Bert Nichols only outstand-
ing Poet on field. 
Whittier College 14, Occidental 0.... 	 Oct. 15, 1938 . . . . Eagle Rock.... 
Whittier's aerial attack foils Tigers... . Poets uncorked 80-yard touchdown drive in sec-
ond canto which took five plays featuring 51-yard heave from Ellings to Hughes and an-
other 16-yard toss by same combination that ended up in end zone.. . . Fullback Bill Pat-
terson electrified stands in third chapter when he intercepted Groves' flat pass and sprint-
ed 63-yards for score. .. . Captain Myron Claxton split uprights twice.... 
Whittier College 3, Santa Barbara State 0.. . . Oct. 21, 1938 . . . . Santa Barbara. 
Dull game in Channel City finds Poet eleven sadly off form.. . . Whittier came within 
striking distance several times during aftero on, but couldn't put it over. . . Brother act star-
ring Nichols boys Bert and Ed gave Whittier lone margin of victory. . . . field goal from 20-
yard line with Bertie holding and Ed booting came with seconds to play in first half.... 
Wineinger, Ellings, Witham, and Claxton starred for Poets.... 
Whittier College 0, Pomona 0.... 	 Oct. 29, 1938 . . . . Hadley Field.... 
Quakers and Hens battle to scoreless tie before 5,000 fans.. . . Whittier in hot water all first 
quarter result of quick kicks. .. . Ellings stopped scoring threat and changed complexio 
n of game when he intercepted pass and ran 41-yards to Pomona 29 . . . . Poets advanced 
to 6-yard stripe but Claxton's field goal attempt was wide.. . . Nichols brothers tried goal 
from field in third quarter which was blocked. . . . Whittier grabbed edge in statistics. 
Whittier College 23, Flagstaff Teachers 19. . .Nov. 11, 1938 . . . .Hadley Field. 
Homecoming jinx holds sway as Arizonans humbled for ninth straight victory on this 
day... .wild scoring game kept alumni and rooters on edge from start to finish... 
Whittier scored touchdown in first, second, and fourth periods, while Chet McCloskey 
blocked punt for safety in third canto.... W ineinger scored twice on runs of 21 and 13-
yards, and passed 18-yards to Don Craggs, right end, for other touchdown. . . Captain 
Claxton supplied two extra points.... 
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Whittier College 27, Redlands Univ. 7. 
Nov. 19, 1938 . . . . Hadley Field. 
Bill Patterson, veteran fullback, scored touchdown 
on first play of game with 29-yard run. . . . in second 
quarter end Leroy Hughes chalked up another tally 
when he hit pay dirt from 5-yard line on end around 
Patterson scored again in the third stanza on 
3-yard plunge over tackle. .. . Wineinger and 
Craggs tallied third score with 29-yard aerial play 
• . . . Clax converted three times.... 
In addition to these games the Poets defeated the 
U. S. S. Maryland 14-0, and U. S. S. New Mexico 12-4. 
Stop that Sctgehen! 
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H o n o r s 
On every great football eleven there is 
bound to be several outstanding men. 
While Whittier's 1938 eleven worked 
as a team and not as individuals, there 
were several players who stood out 
from the rest. Strangely enough, they 
were all linemen. 
Captain Myron Claxton, the Poet's 210 
pound, 6 foot-4 inch tackle, established 
himself as one of the top performers in 
the West. He was a unanimous choice 
for all-Southern California conference 
Myron Claxton 
honors again in 1938 as he was in 1937. 
In addition he was selected by his 
teammates for the second consecutive 
season as the most valuable player on 
the squad. Topping all these honors 
came the glory of being placed on the 
Associated Press' "little All-American" 
eleven. Coach Newman calls "Clax" 
the strongest lineman he has ever tu-
tored, and he's seen plenty of them 
come and go. 
Alex Mechikoff Bill Tufts 
Alex Mechikoff, scrappy center, car-
ried out the adage that "good things 
come in small packages," when he 
came through with all-Southern Cali-
fornia conference achievement at the 
center berth. "Mech," for some un-
known reason, failed to gain a place 
on the 1937 eleven. This one fact 
spelled disaster for opposing pivot 
men last year as the "Mad Russian" 
tore himself free game after game not 
only on offense but on defense as well, 
to stand head and heels above the 
other candidates for the position in the 
final tabulations. 
Playing alongside the modest Clax-
ton was another great lineman, ex-
Captain Bill 'Tufts, husky senior. Tufts 
and Claxton worked hand in hand 
throughout the successful campaign 
raising havoc with the opposition at 
all times. Tufts made a first string spot 
on the 1936 all-circuit eleven playing a 
guard post. In 1937, Tufts captained 
the varsity and was shifted to a tackle 
position. At the conclusion of the sea-
son, "Tuffy" was given first string 
guard honors on the all-Southern Cali-
fornia conference team. 
c5. 
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High scholarship requirements cut Whittier's freshman eleven 
out of a full season of games during the 1938 season. As it was, 
the babes had to be content with four practice tilts and occasion-
al scrimmages with the varsity. 
Coach Lyman Dietrick built a fast moving offense around Ed 
Bockman, flashy left half from Long Beach Woodrow Wilson 
high. The Poetlings won two and lost two during the year. In 
addition to Bockman, Bob Hamilton, right half, Arvle Dedmon, 
quarterback, and Jack Wolfe, fullback, showed enough brilli-
ance during the year to label themselves as likely candidates 
for play on next season's varsity. 
The frosh opened the season against Santa Monica jaysee and 
dropped a bitterly fought 20-0 contest. John Christiansen stood 
out like a sore thumb on the line, and Bockman flashed his usual 
brilliance behind the line. 
Oceanside junior college came here for a night game later in 
the year, and Ed Bockman and Jack Wolfe led Whittier to a 
hard-earned 13-6 triumph. 
Possibly the outstanding clash of the season was the 40-minute 
game with Visalia junior college, November 5. The Poet year-
lings tallied two touchdowns in every period and wound up 
with a 51-0 count at the end of the practice match. Bockman 
scored four touchdowns, Wolfe two, and Hamilton and Thomp-
son, one apiece. 
Whittier's frosh eleven closed the season at Oceanside, Armis-
tice Day, November 11, and dropped a 19-6 decision. Over-
confidence cost the babes a win, although the jaysee boys had 
to keep hustling at all times to keep them from scoring. 
In addition to the aforementioned backfield men, Dave Pluss, 
Glen Thompson, and Rabbit Wilson all showed well. On the 
line Dan Miller, Ralph Garman, John Christiansen, Don Reese, 
Hap Owen, Everett Dietrick, Bud Rouser, Bill Dorsett and others 
should be useful men on the varsity in 1939. 
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Coach Bonham 
tball 
Evidently, Coach Bonham's 1938 varsity left too fine a 
record behind them, because this year's five fell many 
inches short of the high standard set the previous season. 
The Poets turned in several top notch performances, and 
rose to great heights on some occasions, but losing to 
Occidental and San Diego State twice and to Redlands 
once, shattered whatever hopes they had of retaining the 
championship. 
Wayne Wilson, former Poet cage great, served as assist-
ant coach during the year. Wayne scouted all of the con-
ference teams, and was helpful in teaching the reserve 
team opponent's formations, as well as giving individual 
help to the varsity candidates. 
Men who will not be back next year because of gradua-
tion and other reasons are: Captain Jack Schell, Gene Bi-
shop, and Charley Robinson. Lee Woodward, all South-
ern California conference center, was a unanimous choice 
to captain the 1940 varsity. 
skc 
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)ach Aubrey Bonham used two fives consistently 
roughout the season, starting one team and shifting the 
itire quintet as a unit. Lee Woodward, shap shooting 
)ntlinesman, topped the scorers with 341 points. 
)ttermen are as follows: Capt. Jack Schell, Lee Wood-
rd, Gene Bishop, Charley Robinson, Dee Caspary, 
eve Gardner, Winston Scott, Bob Stull, Myron Claxton, 
id John Hales. 
CONFERENCE SCORES: 
hittier College 48, Pomona College 39 
hittier College 30, Occidental College 32 
hittier College 34, Occidental College 35 
hittier College 63, Caltech 47 
hittier College 23, Univ. of Redlands 30 
hittier College 38, Univ. of Redlands 36 
hittier College 39, San Diego State 45 
hittier College 32, San Diego State 40 
hittier College 55, Pomona College 50 
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Southern California Conference Champions! Unmindful of past 
performances, usual procedure, tradition and other formalities 
that go to make up a freshman basketball season at Whittier 
College, Coach Bob Lester's 1942 five came through with the 
cage crown for the second consecutive season. 
Led by a great front line in Glen Kelly, George Curtis, and 
Arvie Dedmon, the babes blasted the hopes of other circuit 
schools who saw great possibilities for their freshmen quintets. 
Captain Willard (Red-dog) Gibson, is without question one of 
the finest guard prospects seen on a Poet yearling outfit for some 
time. At the other defensive spot lanky Everett Dietrick will be a 
valuable asset to the varsity in years to come. 
The first year men started the conference play with a 49-37 vic-
tbry over Occidental. Then came Caltech who was humbled 
84-15, in a clash that saw the Poet frosh set a new college scor-
ing record. The University of Redlands freshmen relinquished 
whatever claim they had to the title following two defeats at the 
hands of the Whittier frosh by scores of 35-25 and 40-27. 
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champs 
San Diego State's highly touted frosh crew came here with a 
record of 13 straight victories without a loss. Evidently the num-
ber "13" proved unlucky, for Coach Lester's men hung up two 
more wins this time by scores of 47-39 and 38-33. The Aztec 
games sewed up the circuit pennant for the Quaker frosh. Oc-
cidental's belligerent yearlings upset the Whittier champs 36-30, 
when they caught the Poets off their guard following a knock-
down drag-out affair with the U. S. C. frosh the night before. 
To Coach Bob Lester goes more credit than words can describe. 
He unselfishly gave his time and energy to the men who reward-
ed him with the championship. Lester was a member of the '37 
and '38 Whittier varsity fives, and was a valuable cog in the title-
taking machine that captured the conference trophy a year ago. 
In his first year as Frosh Coach, many students and college fol-
lowers as well, were willing to admit that he had produced one 
of the greatest, if not the greatest, freshman basketball team in 
the history of Whittier College. The season's record showed a 
total of 18 wins and seven defeats. 
Members of the team are as follows: Captain Willard Gibson, 
George Curtis, Arvle Dedmon, Glen Kelly, Everett Dietrick, Jack 
Harrington, Jack Scott, Bob Hamilton, Jack Spence, Gordon 
Dooley, Bill Rouser, and Tom Woodward. 
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track 
Whittier College's 1939 track and field team, 
much like the disgruntled politician who also 
ran, came up with another mediocre season 
which, although marred by a lack of material, 
was greatly stimulated by several outstand-
ing individual performances. 
While the varsity showed little in the line of 
material and impressive marks, the Poet frosh 
team was one of the strongest in recent years, 
and gave Coach Aubrey Bonham a ray of 
hope for coming seasons. 
Of valuable service to Coach Bonham dur-
ing the season was Kenny Richardson, form-
er Poet high and low hurdle star. Richard-
son served as assistant varsity coach and as 
head frosh coach. Much credit was given 
Richardson for the fine yearling outfit that 
was produced. 
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Led by a great competitor and a top notch 
dashman, Captain Eldon Lindstrom, the Poet 
varsity failed to win a Southern California 
conference meet all season, due mainly to 
the few contestants Whittier was able to en-
ter in each affair. 
Captain Lindstrom, a three year veteran, 
started the season slowly himself, turning in 
several unimpressive marks. As the cam-
paign progressed "Lindy" rounded into 
shape and hit his stride at San Diego when 
he captured the 100-yard dash in 9.9s and the 
220 in 22.s from the Aztecs and the Univ. of 
Redlands. 
During the year, the tall Poet captain spark-
led several workouts with 9.8s centuries, and 
won his heat at the Whittier Relays in that 
very time. Lindstrom was also clocked on a 
couple of occasions in 9.7s, and was a pre-
meet favorite to take the 100-yard dash in the 
all-conference, which he did after a slow 
start in 10.s. The same afternoon he ran sec-
ond in the furlong. 
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Climaxing his brilliant career, Eldon went 
east to Beloit, Wis., through the efforts of his 
many friends on the campus, and competed 
in the open 100-yard dash. He captured his 
heat in the afternoon of May 5, in the sizzling 
time of 9.6s, and then came back in the eve-
ning finals to lead the field in another 9.6s 
performance to establish himself as one of 
the leading dashmen in the country today. 
An unfortunate happening occurred when he 
jumped the gun twice in the finals, and was 
forced to relinquish his first place medal 
through disqualification. 
Another consistent point grabber for the Poets 
during the year was Gene Wineinger, stocky 
high jumper, who was noted for his barefoot 
style of jumping. "Winey" broke the school 
mark in the high jump this season in the Po-
mona-Redlands-Whittier meet, when he ex-
tended Bias Mercurio, Bulldog ace, to a new 
conference record, while he himself went 
higher than he has ever gone before in his 
life, 6 feet, 3 and 3/8 inches. The former Poet 
mark was 6 feet 1 inch, established several 
years ago. 
Wineinger's peculiar jumping habit without 
the use of shoes, meant that he was clearing 
a height some seven to eight inches over his 
head. He was well up in total points for the 
season and placed second to Mercurio in 
the All-Southern California Conference Meet. 
Along with Wineinger in the high jump, was 
Frank Beagle in the pole vault. Beagle came 
through with several remarkable perform-
ances, and was good for points in most every 
meet he entered. He injured his hand at the 
peak of his career in the San Diego meet, 
but came back gamely to capture a tie for 
third at 12 feet 6 inches in the conference 
finals. 
Whittier's decathalon ace, Leroy Hughes, 
was handicapped most of the year with a 
bone bruise on his heel. Despite this con-
flict he turned in many a good leap in the 
broad jump, several good tosses with the dis-
cus and javelin, and filled in wherever he 
was needed. His outstanding mark of the 
year was 22 feet 9 and 1/4  inches in the broad• 
jump. He was nosed out of first place in the 
Southern California relays at Occidental at 
the start of the season by 3/4 of an inch. 
Hughes placed fifth in the javelin throw in 
the all-conference meet. 
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Bill Ellings, the football star, de-
veloped into a brilliant high 
hurdler toward the middle of the 
season and then was forced to 
hang up his spikes because of 
an injured leg received in an 
automobile accident. Ellings 
nabbed a couple of first places, 
plus several seconds before he 
retired, and Coach Bonham pre-
dicts a brilliant future for him in 
the timber topping event before 
he graduates. 
Other men who saw action on 
the varsity this season were Mel 
Price, a likely looking candidate 
in the mile, Roger Keck, sprint-
er and 440 man, Ralph Bullock, 
husky half-miler, and Frank 
Rogers, javelin thrower. 
tra c k 
"All-business Lindstrom" 
	
"On your mark, Uncle Willy" 
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CALTECH SERIES 
Whittier victorious in first tilt as rookie Bob Tidd turns in 11-0 
shut-out.. . Bob Hamilton collects two for four. . . Charles (Gom-
er) Robinson, veteran senior, hurls 7-2 triumph in nightcap . 
dull games find Poets sadly off form. . . wildness on part of Tech 
pitchers responsible for Whittier's easy wins.. . Coach Newman 
dissatisfied with lack of base hits from Poet batsmen... 
REDLANDS SERIES 
Whittier nabs margin in first contest by scoring 10 runs in fifth 
inning. . . Ed Nichols nips Bulldogs 14-4 after trailing 3-0 for 
first four stanzas. . . Dick Kunishima, keystone sacker, Art Eddy, 
backstop and Don Craggs, flychaser, hit hard for Whittier... 
Ed Nichols hurls 6-0 shut out in opener of twin bill. . . Charley 
Robinson and Ed Nichols collaborate for 5-4 victory in nightcap 
Poets won game in last half of seventh when Nichols doub-
led, Kunishima sacrificed him to third and Art Eddy scored him 
with fly to right field. 
SAN DIEGO SERIES 
"World Series" of Southern California Conference.. . Poets un-
defeated in 11 straight loop wins. . . San Diego victorious in 
eight conference starts. . . Charley Robinson pitching last col-
legiate game for Purple and Gold set Aztecs down 3-2 in opener 
• . Robinson hit home run in third. . . Kreuger scored Craggs 
with single in sixth. . . Oon Craggs homed over center field fence 
in eighth to ice tilt. . . Ed Nichols hung up eighth circuit win in 
opener winning 9-2... Bob Tidd captured third 6-4... Bob Ham-
ilton and Captain Kreuger hit well for Purple and Gold. . . three 
Aztec scalps give Poets undisputed chamionship for 1939. 
b a s e b a l l 
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Murderers' Row! 
Hamilton, Capt. Kreuger, Eddy and Kunishima 
1e pitching staff was led by the great Nich-
.s. His exploits have been sounded else-
here, so to Charley Robinson next in line 
es his share of the glory of a scintillating 
?ason topped off by the 3-2 win over San 
iego State. Bo Tidd, dark haired soph-
pore gave proof that he is capable of turn-
,g in some good performances before he 
:aduates. Don Robison, tall senior, had 
.s moments as shown in the fine relief work 
me against Loyola University and Santa 
n'bara State. Winston Scott started season 
first base, but later was converted into a 
.tcher by Coach Newman. 
Whittier's infield lined up with Lee Wood-
ward at first, Dick Kunishima at second, Neil 
Witham at short, and Johnny Hales at third. 
Woodward moved over to first following a 
year at the short patch. Good height and a 
long reach together with a better than aver-
age fielding ability made him a steady per-
former. At the keystone sack, Dick Kunishi-
ma, 1938 captain, came through with a con-
sistent batting average and turned in many 
a fine defensive game. He was particularly 
hard to pitch to and drew more walks than 
any other man on the squad. 
took at 
that che expa 
c 
Final Conference Standings 
W Pc 
Whittier 14 0 1.0 
San Diego State 11 3 .7 
Redlands University 67 .41 
Occidental 58 .3 
Caltech 28 .2 
Pomona 1 11 
In the outer gardens Captain George Kreu-
gar, Bob "Bones" Hamilton and Don Craggs, 
presented the Southern Conference with the 
heaviest hitting outfield in the loop. Captain 
Kreugar, left fielder, hit .562 for 14 circuit tilts, 
to lead the Poet artillery. Bob Hamilton, 
sophomore centerfielder, clouted the agate 
at a .520 clip in addition to turning in several 
sensational fielding exhibitions. Hamilton 
was a valuable man because of his powerful 
throwing arm. Big Don Craggs, Poet right 
fielder, in addition to his "Casanova" ability, 
was also pretty fair shucks at the plate where 
he hit over .400. His timely hitting gave 
Whittier an edge in many a ball game. 
Neil Witham, flashy sophomore, provided 
the Poet infield with its one really fast man. 
Witham covered more territory than a run-
away train, stopping ground balls and 
snatching "Texas leaguers" out of the air. 
"Silent" John Hales, the coolest man on the 
field, handled the "hot corner" like a veteran 
despite his sophomore status. At the plate he 
formed an impressive picture hitting well 
over the .300 mark. 
Utility men were Bob "Lefty" Mitchell, Russ 
Vincent, Bill Lions and Steve Gardner, while 
manager Bertie Nichols and Ray "McLe-
more" Canton were usually present when 
trouble was brewing. Mitchell and Vincent 
turned in relief roles in the outfield and 
at second respectively while Bill Lions did 
likewise. 
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Whittier College's wrestling team established themselves this year as 
one of the top notch crews in the Southland. 
The Poets competed under the following weight divisions: Heavy-
weight, Coach Dick Laux and John Christiansen; 175 pounds, Don 
Betsinger; 165 pounds, Arvle Dedmon and Louis Wessels; 155 
pounds, Joe Akiyama, Charley Cooper, and Morris Kirchner; 145 
pounds, Hank Kurz, Lyman Gilman, and Don Butler; 135 pounds, 
Tad Murakami; and 118 pounds, Morris Padia. 
Other men who competed or formed the squad were Bob Lambert, 
Carl Pettit, Wade Brown, Walt Baysinger, Laury Meyers, Bob Rotsel, 
Bill Christopher, and Bud Sydnor. Manager for the year was Rod-
ney Rojas. 
Prime purpose of the tennis squad this year was to stimulate greater interest in 
the sport. Playing the longest and hardest schedule in Whittier's tennis history ne-
cessitated practice from November to June, with a total of thirty-two matches being 
played. 
. 
ten n is 
First row: Korach, Wulff, and Crosscin. 
Second row: Lacy, Gist, and Wallace. 
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Although the percentage of wins 
was not too high, this year's 
squad showed great improve-
ment over recent varsity tennis 
teams. Next year, with most of 
the lettermen returning and two 
brilliant frosh becoming eligible, 
the Poet team will be a serious 
threat to conference competitors. 
Outstanding events of the sea-
son were Whittier's wins over 
Fullerton J. C., Pomona I. C., and 
La Verne College and the very 
close matches with San Diego 
and Occidental. Charles Wal-
lace and Henry Lacy represent-
ed Whittier in the varsity single 
division of the All Conference 
Tourney held at Redlands. Rol-
lin Holton teamed with C. Wal-
lace and Si Korach with Wendel 
Gist in the varsity doubles while 
Bill Rouzer and John Murray en-
tered the Frosh division. 
Captained by Bob Crossan, 
coached by Thurlow Ashton and 
managed by Charles Wallace, 
the men worked consistently for 
greater skill. This year found 
Bob Crossan, Charles Wallace, 
Henry Lacy, Rollin Holton, Bob 
Akres, Si Korach, Wendell Gist, 
Bruner Wulff, Don Miller, Walter 
Blume, and Fred Francis com-
peting for letters. 
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Whittier College's varsity and freshman 
swimming team went through another worth-
while season featured by several individual 
performances in practice meets and in the 
all-Southern California conference affair, 
held May 13th at Occidental. 
As was expected, the Poets did not threaten 
the Bengals supremacy in the aquatic sport 
to any great extent, but if an increasing in-
terest can be built in the activity in coming 
years, Whittier may soon take over Oxy's 
long reign on top of the circuit. 
The Quaker paddlers came forth with some 
promising freshman candidates this season, 
and Whittier can rest assured that it will be 
well represented in meets for the next three 
years by some ace swimmers and divers. 
Doug Houghton, letterman and breast stroke 
artist, took over the helm as coach of the ag-
gregation, and whipped the squad together 
for their various meets. Handicapped as us-
ual by the lack of adequate practice facilities 
the interest the men have instilled in the sport 
should soon be rewarded with a tank on the 
Poet campus. 
Heading the list of frosh paddlers was Gor-
don Dooley, breast-stroke ace and sensation-
al diver from Long Beach, Jack Harrington, 
free-style star from Catalina, Harvey Whit- 
s w i mming 
"Dooley sprouts wings" 
son, back-stroker from Los Angeles, and Jim 
Harris, flashy free-style expert from Whittier. 
In addition to Houghton, who turned in some 
great races in the breast-stroke event, Mas-
tin Valentine and Lyman Gilman, lettermen 
from the 1938 crew, also competed for the 
Poet team. 
While the season's record was nothing to 
brag about, it was still nothing of which to be 
ashamed, and if interest in the future can be 
organized to a high peak, the Poets may ev-
entually place swimming on the same high 
platform along with the four major sports on 
the campus. 
 
Splash! 
First row: Houghton, Dooley, Reese. 
Second row: Butler, Romano, Harrington, Harris, and Whitson. 
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"Line play" 
m u 
Entering the Whittier College curriculum for the first time as a well prepared and organ-
ized unit the Intramural program reached a new high under the able and fiery leader-
ship of Bob Stull (Thanks for the plug, Bob) (Oh, that's ok—do you think they want your 
picture) (I don't think so) (ok). 
It was the aim of the intramural department to present a well-rounded program of var-
ied activities which would promote a healthy use of leisure time and to gratify that im-
pulse to play which all possess. 
As an added incentive, the Johnny Goodman Intramural Memorial Trophy was present-
ed to the student body as the reward to the class gaining the most points in intramural 
competition throughout the year. It is expected that the frosh and four year men will 
battle it out to become the rightful possessor of the cup. 
Because Mastin Valentine has participated in all sports and therefore has aided to de-
velop the spirit and co-operation seen this year in intramural activities, it was his honor 
to be selected as the outstanding intramural athlete. 
The results of the intramural activities: 
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Valentine offsicles 
Rogers Heaving pass 
a 
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 s s p o rts 
Helping to bring the women of the campus closer together has 
been the objective of the Women's Physical Education Depart-
ment under the efficient direction of Miss Verhulst and Miss 
Pease. Praise is due these two instructors for the fine program 
carried out this year. Aside from the regular run of classes the 
department has sponsored the Women's Athletic Association, a 
group of girls interested in learning how to play and to improve 
their ability in sports. The W. A. A. is a means of bringing both 
on-campus girls and off-campus girls together for a good time. 
Helping to raise interest and keep the W. A. A. group going 
were those two enthusiastic presidents, Dee Williams and Arla 
Saxton. They did their share in making the W. A. A. worthwhile. 
Those helping Dee Williams first semester were: vice-president, 
Arla Saxton; secretary, Jean Wyncoop; treasurer, Felice Otis; 
and reporter, Saraellen Andrews. The second semester board 
was made up of Arla Saxton, president; Felice Otis, vice-presi-
dent; Betty Wachtel, secretary; Jean Crossen, treasurer; and Lois 
Haworth, reporter. Managers for the sports throughout the en-
tire year were: Basketball, Edyth Olson; volleyball, Virginia 
Holloway; speedball, Betty Wachter; hockey, Margaret Kerr; 
baseball, Tony Collins; individual sports, Ruth Dallas; archery, 
Virginia Whitson; and mixed tournaments, Mary Ellen Perry. It 
is no wonder with such a peppy group of officers that the year's 
set-up was such a hit. 
9_ 
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Interest in our tournaments has been greatly increased due to 
the division of the W. A. A. into two groups; the Penguins and 
the Puffins. The purpose for the change was to do away with 
the old idea of class competition in order to make the teams more 
evenly and better balanced. Leading the two teams in strong 
competition in all team sports were those two ever rivaling 
captains, Saxton of the Penguins and Merritt of the Puffins. 
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Row one: Mary E. Perry, I. Merritt, B. Holman, T. Collins, F. Otis, V. Phelan, A. Saxton, R. Phe-
lan. Row two: S. Strickler, J. Crossan, D. Williams, H. Bras, I. Lutz, L. Haworth. 
Row one: M. E. Perry, B. Wilmarth, D. Williams, M. Kerr. Row two: I. Crossan, 
B. Wachtel, H. Bras, R. Dallas, T. Collins, F. Otis. 
BLAZER WEARERS 
Blazer wearers constitute 
those girls who have gained 
participation credit in four 
major and four minor sports. 
The Blazer is awarded at the 
end of each semester. Among 
those having received blaz-
ers are: S. Andrews, E. Cray-
ens, R. Dallas, V. Holloway, 
I. Merritt, E. Olson, V. Phelan, 
A. Saxton, D. Williams, J. 
Wyncoop, M. Lord, R. Haen-
digas, and M. Kerr. 
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BASKETBALL 
Starting the season off with a bang 
were the basketball games. The Pen-
guins started the ball rolling by cap-
turing five out of nine games from the 
Puffins, but both teams put up hard 
fights. After a long and hard decision 
Manager Olson finally awarded Var-
sity to the following girls: Forwards, 
Williams, Otis, and Cravens; guards, 
Phelan, Saxton, and Merritt. 
Left to right: M. Lord, I. Crossan, H. Phelan, B. Wachtel. 
 
m a I o r s p o r t s 
'S 
winner! The Meta-
alan Society succeed-
-1 winning the annual 
r-Society volleyball 
aament. With a stiff 
to the very end, the 
phonian team suc-
fully defeated last 
"s champs, the Pal-
Out of the six games 
ed, the Mets lost only 
game, which was lost 
:he Athenians. The 
3 are safely guarding 
victory cup and ex-
to keep it for the corn-
years. 
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VOLLEYBALL 
First row: D. Williams, V. Phelan, F. Otis, B. Holman, R. Phelan, and M. Kerr. 
Second row: J. Crossan, S. Strickler, I. Lutz, H. Bras, and L. Haworth. 
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Following basketball came volleyball. Aside from the Inter-
Society tournament there was strong competition between the 
Dorm girls and the off-campus girls. The latter came out on top, 
led by Williams and Kerr. Again the Penguins took the Puffins, 
this time by beating them in volleyball. Next came speedball, 
led by its faithful manager "Wak." For speedball the teams 
were divided up and mixed, giving neither team the opportunity 
of winning. Helping to bring the Penguins victory over the Puf-
fins were those two frosh cousins, Crossan and Holman, who 
were always on the go. Manager Kerr must really have given 
those girls a work out, for those fast hockeymen were actually 
seen in action at a Playday, April 22, at Griffith Park, sponsored 
by the Los Angeles Field Hockey Association. Closing the sea-
son of girls sports was "the" sport of the year, baseball. Man-
ager "Tony" saw to it that the Puffins got a square deal. In be-
hind the catcher's box was the honest umpire, Miss Verhuist, 
who ended the year by successfully leading the Puffins and 
Penguins to victory. 
BASEBALL 	 B. Wilmarth, T. Collins,  
1.ID. Williams, F. Otis, M. Kerr, 
lean Crosson, Hockett, R. Dallas. 
B. Wachtel' c SPEEDBALL 
	 Row two: 1. 
w one: B. Roman, F. Otis, M. Kerr, T Collins. 
)SSOfl, 
1. Merritt, D. Williams,V. Phelan, 
Phelan. Row three: 
Bras, L. Haworth- 
m a I o r s p o r t s 
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Besides the many activities and sports 
handled by the W. A. A. there was 
found interest in many of the gym 
classes. One class proving of great in-
terest was the horseback riding class. 
ind i v i d u al 
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Every Tuesday a group of girls could 
be found riding in the ring at the Syca-
more Stables. Very popular this year 
was the golf class which could be 
found any day of the week at the Ha-
cienda golf course. The school now 
boasts of many fine players (and en-
thusiastic caddies). Another class is 
that of swimming, it is said that Miss 
Pease can really give her girls a work 
out. In addition to the regular archery 
class a group of enthusiastic girls en-
gaged in archery after school. Under 
the managership of Virginia Whitson, 
the girls entered a National Tele-
grapic Tournament in which girls from 
all over the United States participated. 
Golf 
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DANCING 
The Department has not been interested in 
sports alone but has given attention to the 
artistic use of one's body in the dancing class-
es under the direction of Miss Pease. Of these, 
there is clogging, folk rhythms and natural 
rhythms, which is the demonstration of mod-
ern dance techniques of form and compo-
sition, stressing the fundamental body 
mechanics as a working basis. 
Throughout the year Miss Pease presented 
her girls in special numbers at various dance 
exhibits including one at Excelsior High 
school and one at U. C. L. A., the dance re-
cital which was held the first week of June 
consisted of a demonstration of the working 
of modern dance including techniques, stud-
ies and a final dance design worked out 
from the orchestration recording "Metropolis" 
by Fredde Grafé. The dance was developed 
by the girls through their interpretation of the 
music. The theme was developed around 
common, every day life; the unemployed, 
the street mobs, the night life of the working 
people, and the victory of the unemployed. 
The dance proved very original and inter-
esting and Miss Pease and the girls received 
great recognition for their fine work. 
Doe, 	
P11610 
 
OW 	 OW 
9ofl. 
A. Richter, J. Doe, H. Patterson, M. A. Rogers, B. Moore, P. Winkler, H. Bras, I. Lutz, K. Jackson, 
R. Phelan. 
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Wachtel and her committees for the enjoy-
able day. Senior girls from several surround-
ing high schools were invited to Whittier Col-
lege to participate in different sports. Lunch 
was served, followed by a program. So ended 
another successful year in the Women's Phy-
sical Education Department. 
citic3. I
ossall 
mong the many activities sponsored by the 
T. A. A. were the mixed doubles tourna-
ents which proved quite popular. Taking 
.e tennis tournament were those co-partners 
Crossan and I. Merritt after a hard struggle 
ith their freshman competitors, B. Rouzer 
d J. Crossan. Seeking to maintain the cup 
I badminton were H. Lacy and F. Otis, who 
t up a stiff battle with B. Stull and M. E. 
?rry. In summing up the year's work a full 
ogram was completed. Besides the many 
tllies, the Rufus Party was welcomed on the 
)cial calendar. Something new this year 
as the W. A. A. banquet, which proved very 
joyable. It included the installation of of-
:ers for the second semester, the awarding 
varsity and team awards, and a lively pro-
am. Helping to raise the Treasury fund 
as the annual Valentine Box. Bringing the 
ar's program to a finish and a climax was 
e playday, May 27. Credit is due Betty 
Mixed Badminton 
F. Rogers, E. Drake, B. Stull, and M. E. Perry 
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"Spring Madness" may have applied only to that April party 
at Platner, but just plain "Madness" would have been an appro-
priate theme for the year. 
The season started off with a bang when last year's wild 
freshmen—now turned sophomore—stormed in to send the new 
greenies' mattresses flying—and I do mean flying, too! 
Then came the annual Inter-dorm party, and the hail turned 
out en-masse to show the men a peach of a good time at the 
Biltmore Theater. Nor may we omit Christmas with a visit from 
Mr. Bob Lester Santa Claus. 
Bette Elliott handed over the reins to Margaret Hathaway in 
January while Connie Gregory as Junior representative stepped 
out to make room for Jean Merritt. The other officers—Lucy Old-
ham, social chairman, Phyllis Winkler, treasurer and Sophomore 
and Frosh representatives Jane Chamberlin and Jean McMinn 
remained as installed in September. 
a t n e r H 
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This year found 23 women living in Bolte Hall, long known for 
its "homey" atmosphere. Dormitory hostess was Mrs. Elizabeth 
Milh.am, and a good job she did. 
Waiting lists are lengthy at Bolte, and lucky indeed are the few 
newcomers each year who obtain a room in either wing. 
A fall scavenger hunt appeared high this year on the enter-
tainment scale. Spreads are another time honored Bolte tradi-
tion, and few are the weeks which pass without one in one room 
or another. 
Social highlight of the year was the St. Valentine's Day "Secret 
Passion" party which reached a new peak in enjoyment. It was 
handled by the efficient Social Chairman Betty Smith. 
Officers for the year were President, Dorothy Sheets; Treasurer, 
Charlotte Dickerson; Junior Representative, Frances Graves; 
Sophomore Representative Rosellen Harrison; Freshman Repre-
sentative, Mary Lou Wilson; and Social Chairman, Betty Smith. 
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Think again before you frown upon life in a small dormitory. 
If any more gaiety or any more happiness reigned over any 
single abode, the Way Hall residents would be surprised. 
Evidence of their good times and informal enjoyment could be 
seen at their gatherings on the front lawn after dinner, every 
evening, and in their Sunday night "bull sessions" where many 
of the problems of dorm living were "hashed over," their sun 
baths (for the health) on the roof, their many typical collegiate 
pranks and all of their organized social activities. 
Scholastically, the goal of the hall was to maintain a very high 
average in grade standing and to be the only dorm without blue 
slips. Therefore, studying played a part in the girls activities, 
although not a big part. 
Miss Kelly filled her position of hostess quite capably and with 
the help of President Sue van Leersum, Junior Representative 
Edna Meredith and Isabel McCormac, guided the wayward 
dorm through a most memorable year of exciting life to a close. 
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Flash! 1939 finds eighteen girls residing in a newly remodeled 
and refurnished Eariham Hall. The Ecirlham girls are well 
known for their cooperative spirit, informal teas, lagging pen-
nies, cram sessions in the attic, sun sessions in the backyard and 
jitterbug councils. 
Concessions gained (as invoiced up to date) include one gold 
locket, three freshmen "steadies," loads of flowers, three boxes 
of chocolates, one diamond ring, one basketball sweater, and 
one love bug. 
Earlham girls have been represented in the chemistry club the 
Freshmen Girls' Club, the three campus dramatic productions, 
Biology Club, S. C. A., the Orchestra, Glee Club, Sophomore 
Service Committee, and the French Club. 
The favorite student hostess, "Lindy," is presiding again this 
year. Assistant-hostesses are 'Berta Nichols and Jean Forbes. 
Officers include "Rae" Bierma, President; "Squish" Strickler, 
Vice-president; Eleanor Curren, Secretary-treasurer; Marge Hol-
man, Social Chairman; Cora Morgan, Junior Representative; 
and Betty Kay Merritt, Sophomore Representative. 
Merr 
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Wardmanites have developed a habit, not accepted in polite 
circles, of shaking their heads negatively every time they are 
honored with a very short but emphatic visit by the hall over-
lord and high priest, the popular dean of men, Dr. 0. B. Baldwin. 
Yes, and it looks as though a few off-campus poets found it fun 
to confuse the issue by setting off a few well-timed fire-crackers. 
This practice upsets the equilibrium of Wardmanites as well as 
the firm of Baldwin and Baldwin, and results in general con-
fusion and mistaken identities. 
At times rooms were readjusted to meet the critical eyes of visit-
ors during open house and other times when the inmates re-
adjusted each others rooms according to their own particular 
taste. 
As for social functions, Brunner Wulff, chairman, abided by the 
mandates of his supporters and went into retirement soon after 
his election. Bill Lion, president, aided by secretary, and later 
proctor, Galen Brown, in their own quiet way, impressed their 
forceful personalities on their companions with favorable results. 
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The Whittier College Student Christian Association is an organ-
ization open to all who are interested in a growing knowledge 
and relationship with God. This group has been very active 
with monthly meetings, leadership training, and took an interest 
in assisting with several clubs such as International Relations, 
Kunkel, Frosh Girls' Club, Men and Women Relations. Special 
credit should be given to those members who have worked off-
campus on the worthwhile Jim Town project. The officers were 
for the second semester: President, Roberta Nichols; vice-presi-
dent, Bill Bruff; secretary, Catherine Quill; and treasurer, Henry 
Lacy. The sponsors and friends agree that this vital religious 
group has been very instrumental in inspirational work on the 
campus. 
Those responsible for the fine start that this organization had 
during the first semester were: President, Dorothy Fowler, Vice-
president, Harry Banks; Secretary, Betty Smith; and Treasurer, 
Bill Bruff. 
s. c. 
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The Foundation is a group of science majors whose interest in 
science extends beyond the classroom. They meet twice a month 
and have programs presented by members of the group. The 
organization has as its main project the erection of an observa-
tory on the campus to house their very fine twelve-inch reflect-
ing type telescope. 
Having few parties, the group takes desert and mountain trips 
instead, Death Valley, the Calico Mountains and Lower Cali-
fornia being favorite landing places. 
Each year the society writes and publishes the "Foundation 
Bulletin," which is a news-letter and historical record of the 
activities of this group. 
The officers for the first semester were: Ralph Barmore, Presi-
dent; Bob Elkington, Vice-President; Charles Cooper, Secretary-
Treasurer. For the second semester: Bud Sydnor, President; 
Arthur Marshburn, Vice-President; and Roscoe Johnson, Secre-
tary-Treasurer. 
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The Biology Club is a group of students and teachers especially 
interested in the Biological Sciences. Requirement for mem-
bership is the accepting of some definite responsibility in the 
laboratories. Each student member is therefore considered as 
an assistant in the Biology Department. 
Club meetings are held on alternate Tuesday evenings either 
in the laboratory or in the homes of the members. At this time 
special speakers, reports, and motion pictures are presented. 
Among the special speakers this year were Dr. Turrell of the 
Riverside Experiment Station, Professor Rempel of U. S. C., Pro-
fessor Schmoe of the University of Washington, and Dr. Clifford 
Easley and Howard Nelson, alumni. Special field trips are 
taken nearly every vacation. The officers for the Biology Club 
for this year were: 
For the fall semester: Fred Boerner, president; Paul Fukushima, 
vice-president; Ethel Johnson, secretary; and Robert Reese, treas-
urer. 
For the spring semester: Philander Powers, president; Maurice 
Joyce, vice-president; Robert Reese, secretary; and John Mar-
but, treasurer. 
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Marking the second active year, the Sophomore Service Com-
mittee is devoted to various service activities with Jane Hockett 
as Chairman; Rosellen Harrison, Secretary; and Geraldine 
Thompson, Junior Advisor. 
The group, distinguished by its weekly Wednesday appearance 
in blue uniforms was of service during the year in several capa-
cities. During Freshman Week the S. S. C. was on hand to wel-
come the incoming students and to serve them in the Campus 
Inn. Furnishing the Women's Lounge, maintaining a guide serv-
ice, selling tickets for numerous school performances and help-
ing at Homecoming and Spring Festival times are a few of the 
Committee's activities. 
The out-going sophomores leave many suggestions and recom-
mendations to the incoming group that they believe will be help-
ful in the future. The Committee wishes the newly chosen group 
the best of luck in its service to Whittier College next year and 
assumes that all must be well since it has ended well! 
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The Chemistry Club is a unique organization—no officers, no 
roll calls, no dues. There is no required attendance and yet 
the club is one of the best attended on the campus. Freshmen, 
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors—all are welcome. 
Anyone who is taking, or has taken, Chemistry in college is 
eligible. A different chairman is chosen each time who plans the 
next meeting and, of course, the refreshments! 
An opportunity is offered for the students to get acquainted on 
an informal basis with each other and with Dr. Ostrom, head of 
the department. Different phases of chemistry are studied and 
discussed, food and drink are passed out from the stock room 
window, and everyone goes home feeling as though Chemistry 
is after all, not just a subject to study for grades but a subject 
that is interesting and important to each one of them. 
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Enthusiasm characterized the College Knights this year, under 
the leadership of first-semester prexy, Paul Fukishima, and Chet 
McCloskey, second semester. Regular duties included service 
as ushers at football and basketball games and in the Poet 
Theater, and the campaign to keep the campus free of cars by 
liberal application of "No Parking" stickers. 
New ways of serving the college this year have been by post-
ing signs on roads leading to the Quaker town indicating the 
presence here of our own fair institution. 
Replacing the unrythmical hammering that has previously tolled 
our victories an appropriate exultant tolling by securing a new 
clapper and mounting for our traditional tocsin, the Victory Bell. 
This year has seen the formation of a new phase of the Knights' 
organization, the "Squires." This will be a group of lower class-
men chosen to serve an apprenticeship in the Knights. 
New, too, is the awarding of a key to the senior Knights in token 
of their part in an organization whose function is Service to 
Whittier College. 
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The International Relations Club became an active organization 
under the sponsorship of the Student Christian Association. The 
club is organized in affiliation with the Carnegie Endowment for 
peace. Each year a number of outstanding books and pam-
phlets are received from this Foundation. 
Some of the topics discussed by the club during the year were: 
"Issues in the California Election," by Dr. Henley and Mr. Evans; 
"The European Situation," by Dr. Harvey; "An Analysis of the 
European Situation," and a report on Granville Hick's book, 
"I Like America," by Dr. Gentry; "Problems of the United States," 
by Harold Stone Hall, Secretary for the Pacific Coast Committee 
of the Fellowship of Reconciliation; and "Propaganda Analysis," 
by Dr. Coffin. 
Officers of the club the first semester were: President, Walter 
Baysinger; Vice-president and Program chairman, Iris Page; 
Secretary-treasurer, Albert Fuson; and Publicity agent William 
Bruff. The second semester the cabinet consisted of President, 
Iris Page; Vice-president and Program chairman, Betty Boutelle; 
Secretary-treasurer and Publicity Agent, Dorothy Mitchell. 
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The Varsity Club of Whittier College, as stipulated in the present 
constitution, has a two-fold purpose. First, it serves as a college 
service organization, seeking to create an interest in Whittier Col-
lege among prospective students. Second, it serves in an effort to 
stimulate closer fellowship among lettermen at Whittier College. 
Near the end of summer vacation the Varsity Club sponsors a 
picnic for prospective students. This year, as in the past years, 
the event was held at Judge Swain's residence at the beach at 
Corona Del Mar. Eighty-five fellows attended and spent the 
day swimming, playing volley-ball on the beach, and eating. 
During the second semester an informal stag party is held. 
This year the group went ice skating and a "bouncing" good 
time was had by all. Activities include the playing of hosts to 
athletes and athletic groups that visit the college campus. 
The group was led this year by President, Cecil Walters; Secre-
tary-treasurer was Charlie Cooper, Vice-president and Social 
chairman, Bob Mitchell. Coaches Newman and Bonham are the 
sponsors. 
-, 
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Under the guiding hand of Professor Harvey, a new organiza-
tion took its place in campus life last fall. This youngest of cam-
pus clubs was christened "Les Explorateurs," in the hope that 
the name would reflect the attitude of its members, as they seek 
to learn more of France, her culture and her people. For the 
most part these members are French students, though any per-
son with an interest in things French is welcome. 
One of the first steps to be taken was the drawing up of a con-
stitution. It is written entirely in French and perhaps only the 
more advanced language students can fully appreciate its tech-
nicalities. 
"Les Explorateurs" have met regularly once a month at the 
homes of different members. Here the business meetings have 
been followed by lighter entertainment—sometimes the pre-
sentation of a short skit, sometimes joining in French games and 
songs, or occasionally, mere conversation. 
In addition to these regular meetings, other gatherings have 
Various French restaurants have been patronized by groups of 
would-be gourmets. Several of the latest French films have been 
viewed with enthusiasm. 
Hook 
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A group of interested students decided to organize a Home Econ-
omics Club, so that they could carry their class work into their 
extra-curricular activities. The objectives for forming the club 
were to obtain active and efficient leaders among young women 
for home and community life, and to acquaint the campus with 
the work of the Home Economics Club Association of Southern 
California, was guest speaker at the formal initiation of new 
members and installation of officers, February 21. 
Officers for the year were for the 1938 fall semester: Laura Lund, 
president; Eleanor Tucker, vice-president; Frances Graves, sec-
retary; Ellen Welch, treasurer; Mary Ellingsworth, reporter; Betty 
Jan Murray, social chairman. 
The officers for the 1939 spring semester were: Eleanor Tucker, 
president; Ruth Wilson, vice-president; Catherine Quill, secre-
tary; Virginia Whitson, treasurer; Ellen Welch, reporter; Thelma 
Garman, social chairman. 
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The Women's Physical Education Club consists of those women 
who are majors or minors in the department of Health and Phy-
sical Education. The purpose of this club is to promote among 
its members further professional growth combined with social 
activities. 
With Mildred Moss as President of the Club the first semester, 
and her capable officers Arla Saxton, Vice-president; Jean Mer-
ritt, secretary-treasurer; Vivienne Phelan, social chairman; an 
interesting program was carried on. Miss Claire Colestock, 
Assistant Director of Physical Education, City of Pasadena, gave 
an excellent talk about "Health." Henya Holm, famous dancer, 
gave a "master lesson" to student dancers from Whittier, and 
neighboring colleges and universities, which was under the 
sponsorship of the organization. The first semester ended with 
a formal dinner which was held at the Dinner Bell Ranch where 
Ruth Haendiges, as president; Felice Otis, vice-president; Helen 
Bras, secretary-treasurer; Vivienne Phelan, social chairman, 
were duly installed. 
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GREEN PEPPERS 
sec ° 	 Anne Rosenberger made an excellent president for this snappy xw 
Bek,r~ 	
TO 	 bunch of girls, and Jean Crossan served as vice-president. Pat 
Turk saw that the minutes were kept on record and handled the 
nickels and dimes, while Ginger Hill did her bit to plan the par- 
ties and good times. 
RED PEPPERS 
"The Red Peppers" is the second of the pepper organizations 
and is composed of all Sophomore off-campus girls. The first 
semester was under the capable leadership of Pat Foley and the 
second semester opened with a potluck dinner at which Betty 
Wachtel was elected Chairman for the remainder of the year. 
Mrs. Ashby acted as sponsor for both semesters. 
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CHILI AND STUFFED PEPPERS 
"Very active" describes both the Chili and Stuffed Peppers. of-
ficers of the Chili Peppers for the first semester were: President, 
Lucile Shakarian; Vice-president, Alice Pemberton; Secretary, 
Jane Atkinson; Treasurer, Pay Nichols; and Social Chairman, 
Edith Drake. The officers for the second semester were Jane 
Atkinson, President; and Madolyn McKenzie, Social Chairman. 
The social chairman for the Stuffed Peppers both semesters was 
Jean Wynkoop. They did not elect any other officers for the 
year. The parties have included various informal get-togethers, 
regularly monthly meetings on Thursday nights. 
Gcrt 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
The following advertisers have contributed in a very 
tangible way to the success of the book. They have cooperated 
whole-heartedly in every one of our student body enterprises, 
and we should be hard put to do without their help. Any one 
sincerely interested in the welfare of the college and the com-
munity will not fail to return this cooperation and demonstrate 
our gratitude to them. 
Charles Webster 
Business Manager 
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East Los Angeles, 
Calif. 
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Whittier, California 
"THE STYLE STORE FOR STUDENTS" 
SMIT4=440RSEimn 
103 SO. GREENLEAF 
New Rrider Bldg., S. W. Corner Greenleaf and Philadelphia 
Stetson Hats 
Grayco Shirts 
Phoenix Hose 
Manhattan Shirts 
Sport Coats 
Slacks 
Sport Shirts 
Sweaters 
Your 
Annual 
Photograph 
Gillespie's 
Studio 
160 West Second Street 
POMONA 
Phone 822 Pomona 
We H a v e complete 
files of students' 
negatives for 1937-8-
9. Records can be 
had at any time. 
Write us for your ap-
plication prints from 
your own negatives. 
We specialize in So-
ciety, Weddings, 
Child Photography. 
Home Portraits, Gar-
den Portraits, and 
Groups. 
Will go anywhere 
any time. 
Whittier students will 
be given a discount. 
W. C. GILLESPIE 
WHITTIER'S 
Supreme quality ice cream and sherbets 
"Sincerely Appreciative of Your Patronage" 
DELICATE, F ANCY PIECES 
FOR YOUR SPECIAL OCCASION 
1002 W. Hadley Street 
Success 
to the 
Graduates 
F1Rffl€RS HflRDWIIR€ 
and 
PIIIflT COfflPRflY 
142-144 North Greenleaf 
Whittier 
California 
COMPLIMENTS TO THE 
GRADUATING CLASS 
ALPHA BETA DRIVE-IN 
MARKET 
"The Best for Less" 
Groceries 	 Meats 
Fruits and Vegetables 
Bakery 
Painter at Philadelphia 
J. A. GERRAD, Mgr. 
. . . 
Fifty years of building character gives an institution 
.a venerable past. 
Such a past is a sound foundation for even greater 
accomplishment in the future. 
We also build for the future 
Whittier Grocery 
ORCUTT'S 
Guy C. Orcutt and Carl A. Orcutt, Proprietors 
FREE DELIVERY 
A HOME STORE OWNED AND 
OPERATED BY HOME PEOPLE 
Phone 426-81 
119 EAST PHILADELPHIA STREET 
202 South 
Greenleaf 
Phone 
420-48 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Let Us Assist You in Any of Your 
Future School Events 
Shop at our Store for School Supplies, Hosiery, 
Rsody-to-Wear Dresses, Dress Accessories, etc. 
. 
J. J. fl€WB€RRY CO. 
109-111 N. Greenleaf 
Whittier 
Phone 432-86 
Compliments of 
"Serving Whittier Since 1910" 
J. A. TUMA, Mgr. 
We Use Ivory Soap Exclusively 
Y-e s. . 1 
Vle 
K now 
F-OW I 
Again—we are proud to have been the printers of the 
Whittier College Acropolis. We join with the students and 
faculty in congratulating a very capable staff on an out-
standing book. . . . depicting in a most interesting manner 
campus events of the past year. 
The production of this yearbook entailed much thought 
and hard work on the part of the staff plus expert knowl-
edge by artisans connected with the production of the 
finished book. We are leaders in the yearbook field be-
cause we know how to service and produce an outstand-
ing book. 
The beautiful covers were produced by Weber-McCrea 
Company of Los Angeles, outstanding bookbinders of 
Southern California, from an original idea submitted by 
Editor Helen Stephens. 
 	 ullettu 
Progress-Bulletin Building 
Third and Thomas Streets 
Pomona, California 
STUDENTS OF TODAY ARE 
HOMEMAKERS OF TOMORROW 
Your dream home can be easily made a REAL HOME 
through the friendly influence of the Perry Store. 
Complete displays of fine furniture, helpful competent serv-
ice, unbiased moderate prices, and accommodating terms 
are Perry characteristics. 
H. I. Perry 
DISTINCTIVE FURNITURE 
409-11 E. Philadelphia St. 	 Whittier 
WH ITT I € R 
sporting goods 
Phone 43-144 	 1341/2 So. Greenleaf 
The 
CHAMBCR OF COMMCRCC  
is interested in and ready to support every worthy 
community institution and enterprise. Whittier Col-
lege is one of the choicest of these. It is, therefore, 
deserving of our continued goodwill and encourage- 
ment. 
"MEANS 
IYPEWRITIER 0 
Hadley at Newlin 
SWAIN-NANNEY 
-REALTY 
-COMPANY 
HOMES 
—ORCHARDS 
—BUSINESS INCOME 
—INSURANCE 
214 East Philadelphia Street 
SHIRTS 
Compliments 
to the 
Graduating Class 
€dgington-Douglas 
"Good Footwear" 
WALK-OVER SHOES 
Quality and Style - that is instantly 
apparent 
KUPPENHEIMER 
CLOTHES 
DOBBS 
HATS 
4 	 Men 
HILL'S 
121 E. Philadelphia St. 
jig 
Nunn-Büsh 
7n4& aiüoiwt 
OXtOtd ... FOR MEN 
Whittier Sanitary Dairy Co. 
130 South Comstock 	 Phone 42-623 
Insured Savings 	 Amortized Loans 
UJHITTI€R BUILDIflG and LOflfl flSSOCIflTIOfl 
206 East Philadelphia Street 
Wallace Gregg, President 	 I. B. Moorhead, Jr., Secretary 	 Seth Pickering, Asst Secretary 
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